PRODUCT BRIEF

Ofﬂoad Colder Data from NAS and
File Servers to Object/Cloud Storage
The reality of IT environments is that
they are comprised of various storage
devices and workflows deployed over
many years. Capital investments in
infrastructure and operational investments in time, resources and training
may make it difficult to justify moving
some traditional workloads to a more
modern, hassle-free, object-based
data management platform like
DataCore Swarm. The solution is
using DataCore FileFly to offload
colder files from Windows File Servers, NetApp, and Dell EMC Isilon
NAS devices to lower cost object/
cloud storage.
FileFly offers a lightweight method
for transparently moving cold and
warm data from Windows File Server,
NetApp and Dell EMC Isilon to
DataCore Swarm, Amazon AWS,
Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud, or any
S3-compatible storage. Simply define
policies based on file attributes to
automate data movement. Then,
reap the benefits of consolidating
this less frequently used data on a

DataCore FileFly moves colder files from NAS and file
servers to lower cost object/cloud storage
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• Stub left on Windows OS
• Agent/API manages data transfer
• File rehydrated on read
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lower cost, elastic storage. The files
remain easily accessible, regardless
of whether it is on-premises, in the
cloud, or in a hybrid environment.
For an added level of security, files
stored in the public cloud are obfuscated with identifiable information
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located only in your local environment. Continue to leverage your
existing capital investment and
ensure workflow continuity while still
leveraging many of the benefits of
integrating Swarm directly.

Enhance Business Agility Without Changing Workflow
Protect

Optimize

Automated file backup simplifies data
protection, removing the need for
expensive traditional backup software and
the associated management overhead.

Smart provisioning maximizes your
primary
storage
by
intelligently
transitioning data to lower cost, highly
resilient object or cloud storage.

Move
File-level active archiving moves files
completely
to
secondary
storage—
reducing reliance on primary storage while
consolidating files and providing robust
search capabilities and secure access.
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Discover the Ultimate Flexibility of DataCore Software

GET STRATED

DataCore Software delivers the industry’s most flexible, intelligent, and powerful
software-defined storage solutions for block, file and object storage, helping
more than 10,000 customers worldwide modernize how they store, protect, and
access data. With a comprehensive product suite, intellectual property portfolio,
and unrivaled experience in storage virtualization and advanced data services,
DataCore is The Authority on Software-Defined Storage. www.datacore.com
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